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Electrical control of spin relaxation in a quantum dot
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We demonstrate electrical control of the spin relaxation time T1 between Zeeman split spin states
of a single electron in a lateral quantum dot. We find that relaxation is mediated by the spin-
orbit interaction, and by manipulating the orbital states of the dot using gate voltages we vary
the relaxation rate W ≡ T1

−1 by over an order of magnitude. The dependence of W on orbital
confinement agrees with theoretical predictions and from these data we extract the spin-orbit length.
We also measure the dependence of W on magnetic field and demonstrate that spin-orbit mediated
coupling to phonons is the dominant relaxation mechanism down to 1 T, where T1 exceeds 1 s.
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Achieving macroscopic control of quantum states has
become an important part of developing systems for ap-
plications in quantum computing and spintronics [1, 2].
Control of the spin states of individual electrons confined
in quantum dots is of particular interest [3]. In a mag-
netic field B the spin states of the electron are split by
the Zeeman energy ∆ = |g|µBB, providing a two level
quantum system that can be used as a qubit for quan-
tum computing [1] or as the basis of spin memory [4].
Recent experiments have demonstrated the ability to ma-
nipulate [5, 6] and read-out [7, 8] the electron’s spin. An
important remaining challenge is to better understand
and control the interactions between the electron’s spin
and its solid-state environment.

The two most important of these are the hyperfine
and spin-orbit interactions. The hyperfine interaction
causes decoherence of the spin states by coupling the elec-
tron’s spin to Ga and As nuclear spins [5, 9, 10, 11, 12];
however, because the effective nuclear magnetic field
changes slowly, coherent behavior is still observed [5].
Recently methods have been suggested for suppressing
the hyperfine-induced decoherence [13, 14, 15].

The spin-orbit interaction (SOI) causes spin relaxation
by mixing the orbital and spin states, thus providing a
mechanism for coupling the spin to electric fluctuations
in the environment of the dot [16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22],
specifically to piezoelectric phonons [16, 17, 18, 19, 20].
This coupling induces spin relaxation and brings the
probabilities of being in the excited and ground spin
states to thermal equilibrium; at temperatures T ≪
∆/kB an electron can relax from the excited to the
ground spin state by emission of a piezoelectric phonon.
The timescale for energy relaxation is T1, and since relax-
ation necessarily destroys any coherent spin state, it sets
a limit T2 < 2T1 [17]. By measuring T1 [7, 23, 24, 25]
and varying the energy between the spin states, it has
been shown that this mechanism accounts for relaxation
between two-electron triplet and singlet states [8, 26, 27]
in lateral GaAs dots, as well as for spin relaxation be-

tween one electron Zeeman sublevels in a layer of self-
assembled Ga(In)As quantum dots [4].

In this Letter we demonstrate in situ electrical control
of the spin relaxation rate of a single electron in a lateral
quantum dot by using gate voltages to manipulate the
mixing of the spin and orbital states. This allows us to
vary the spin relaxation rate W ≡ T1

−1 by over an order
of magnitude at fixed ∆. We find that W depends only
on the confinement of the electron wavefunction in the
direction along the applied in-plane magnetic field as ex-
pected for the SOI in GaAs, and that the dependence of
W on the energy scale for confinement is that predicted
by theory [16, 17]. From these data we extract the spin-
orbit length, which describes the strength of the SOI. We
also measure W as a function of field down to 1 T, where
we find that T1 is longer than 1 s, and demonstrate that
spin-orbit mediated phonon-induced spin decay is the
dominant relaxation mechanism in single-electron lateral
dots down to low magnetic fields.

The dot used in this work is fabricated from an
Al0.3Ga0.7As/GaAs heterostructure grown by molecular
beam epitaxy. The two-dimensional electron gas formed
at the material interface 110 nm below the surface has a
density of 2.2 × 1011 cm−2 and a mobility of 6.4 × 105

cm2/Vs [28]. To form a single-electron quantum dot we
apply negative voltages to metallic gates patterned on
the surface (Fig. 1(a)). Adjacent to the dot is a quantum
point contact (QPC) charge sensor [29]: when an elec-
tron tunnels onto the dot the negative charge increases
the resistance of the QPC, which we measure by sourcing
a current I and measuring the change in voltage δVQPC .
We adjust the gate voltages to make the tunneling rate
between the dot and lead 2 slower than the bandwidth of
the charge sensing circuit (the tunneling rate to lead 1 is
kept negligibly small). This allows us to observe electron
tunneling events in real time [7, 30, 31, 32]. Measure-
ments are made in a dilution refrigerator with an electron
temperature of 120 mK (unless noted otherwise) and the
magnetic field is applied parallel to the AlGaAs/GaAs
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FIG. 1: (color online) (a) Electron micrograph of the gate
geometry. Negative voltages are applied to the labeled gates
while the unlabeled gate and the ohmic leads (which are num-
bered) are kept at ground. The black solid (white dotted)
ellipse illustrates the expected dot shape for less (more) neg-
ative Vshape. The magnetic field is parallel to the y-axis and
all voltage pulses are applied to gate LP2. (b) At B = 0
and with no SOI, the spin-↑ and spin-↓ states of the ground
orbital state |g〉 are degenerate. Applying a magnetic field
splits the spin states but phonon coupling between |g ↑〉 and
|g ↓〉 is prohibited. The SOI acts as a perturbation and mixes
the orbital and spin states: the perturbed spin states |g ↑〉

SO

and |g ↓〉SO contain excited orbital states (|e〉) of the opposite
spin so the perturbed states can be coupled by phonons. The
SOI involves a momentum operator and requires a change in
parity for coupling of different orbital states. (c) Dot energy
spectrum as gate voltages are varied to change the shape of
the dot. The value of Vshape is the voltage on SG1 for a given
set of gate voltages.

interface so it does not affect the dot’s orbital states.

Spin relaxation in single-electron quantum dots in-
volves excited orbital states (Fig. 1(b)). The dominant
mechanism for exchanging energy with the environment
is for the electron to interact with electrical fluctuations
from piezoelectric phonons [16, 17, 18, 19, 20]. How-
ever, while phonons can couple different orbital states of
the dot, they cannot couple different spin states. Cou-
pling between spin states is made possible by the SOI
which mixes the Zeeman split ground orbital state with
excited orbital states of the opposite spin [16]. This al-
lows phonons to induce spin relaxation as illustrated in
Fig. 1(b). By changing the energy of the excited orbital
states, we can control the amount of SOI induced mixing,
and thus control the spin relaxation rate.

Using the gate voltages, we manipulate the dot shape
and hence its orbital states. We model the electrostatic
potential of the dot with an anisotropic harmonic oscilla-

tor potential U(x, y) = 1
2
m∗ω2

xx
2 + 1

2
m∗ω2

yy
2. When the

voltages on all dot gates are roughly equal, one expects
from the gate geometry that the dot is less confined along
the x-axis than along y (black solid ellipse in Fig. 1(a)).
Consequently, the lowest lying excited state is at energy
Ex = h̄ωx above the ground state, while the next higher
excited state has Ey = h̄ωy (assuming Ey < 2Ex). We in-
troduce the parameter Vshape to describe how we change
the dot shape: more negative Vshape corresponds to a
more negative voltage on SG1, which pushes the dot to-
wards SG2 and increases confinement along x. More neg-
ative Vshape also corresponds to a less negative voltage
on LP1, PL, and LP2, which reduces confinement along
y (white dotted ellipse in Fig. 1(a)) as well as compensat-
ing for the SG1 voltage change to keep the ground state
energy constant. The numerical value of Vshape given in
Fig. 1(c) is the voltage on SG1 for the set of gate volt-
ages. These geometric considerations lead us to expect
that Ex should increase and Ey should decrease as Vshape

is made more negative (Fig. 1(c)).

At each Vshape we measure the energy of the excited
orbital states using a three step pulse sequence (Fig. 2(a))
with B= 0. After ionizing the dot, we apply a pulse Vp to
bring the ground orbital state an energy Ep = eαLP2Vp

below the Fermi energy of the lead, where eαLP2 is a
conversion factor we calibrate for each Vshape [33, 34].
We find that eαLP2 increases as Vshape is made more
negative as we expect from the geometric considerations
discussed in Fig. 1. We apply the pulse for time tp that
is short (15 µs < tp < 400 µs) compared to the average
tunneling time into the ground state (≈ 10 ms near the
Fermi energy), so the probability for tunneling into the
ground orbital state is small. However, for sufficiently
large Ep one or more excited orbital states will be below
the Fermi energy. These states are more strongly cou-
pled to the leads than the ground state [31, 32], and an
electron can tunnel onto the dot with rate Γon. Once on,
the electron quickly decays to the ground state [23, 35].

Finally, in the read-out state we position the ground
state just below the Fermi energy. If the dot is still ion-
ized then an electron tunnels onto the dot (top right in
Fig. 2(a)) and we observe this with our real-time charge
detection system (top panel of Fig. 2(b)). We count the
number of times Nion this occurs and find Nion decreases
exponentially with tp (Fig. 2(c)). The rate of decay gives
Γon and Fig. 2(d) shows Γon as a function of Ep. The two
large increases correspond to the energies at which the ex-
cited orbital states cross the Fermi energy. As the excited
states are pulled below the Fermi energy with increasing
Ep, Γon decreases because the energy of the excited state
is decreased relative to the height of the tunnel barrier
[32]. Figure 2(e) shows the energies at several values of
Vshape, and shows one state increasing and one state de-
creasing in energy. This behavior is what we expect from
the geometric considerations: as the confinement along
x increases and along y decreases with more negative
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FIG. 2: (a) Three step pulse sequence for measuring the en-
ergy of the excited orbital states. (b) Examples of real-time
data. The direct capacitive coupling to the pulsed gate causes
the QPC to respond to the pulse sequence; electron tunneling
events are evident on top of this response. The 0’s denote
when an electron tunnels off the dot, while 1’s denote when
an electron tunnels on. The charging pulse (tp = 50µs for
this example) appears as a sharp spike between the ioniza-
tion and read-out periods. (c) The number of events Nion for
which the dot is empty after the charging pulse (top panel
in Fig. 2(b)) as a function of tp. The solid line is a fit to
an exponential to determine the rate Γon at which electrons
tunnel onto the dot. (d) Γon vs Ep for Vshape = −850 mV.
The two sharp rises mark the energies when an excited state
crosses the Fermi energy. (e) Energies of the excited orbital
states of the dot as a function of Vshape. The dashed lines are
linear fits to the data.

Vshape, the energy Ex of the x-excited state increases,
while the energy Ey of the y-excited state decreases, al-
lowing us to identify the x and y states as indicated in
Fig. 2(e). This orientation of the dot orbital states is
also consistent with our spin relaxation measurements
discussed next.
For each Vshape, we measure W ≡ T1

−1 at B = 3 T.
To do this, we first ionize the dot and then pulse both
Zeeman-split levels below the Fermi level for a time tw.
During this time electrons can tunnel onto the dot and
then relax from the excited to the ground spin state. By
measuring the decay of the probability of being in the
excited spin state as a function of tw, we obtain W [25].
The results are shown in Fig. 3(a) demonstrating we can
electrically control W by over an order of magnitude.
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FIG. 3: (color online) (a) W as a function of Vshape at B = 3
T. The solid and dashed lines are fits discussed in the text.
(b) The same relaxation rate data as in Fig. 3(a), plotted
as a function of Ey. The solid line is a fit to find the spin-
orbit length as discussed in the text. (c) Spin relaxation rate
as a function of magnetic field for two different sets of gate
voltages. Solid lines are fits discussed in the text.

We have verified that the Zeeman splitting does not vary
with Vshape, confirming the observed variation is caused
by changes in the orbital states rather than coupling to
phonons of different energy.

The energy of the excited orbital states affect W be-
cause the higher the energy of the excited states, the
weaker the SOI coupling to the ground state, and the
slower the relaxation rate. If we model W assuming
the potential U(x, y) given above, an in-plane B, a
SOI that is linear in the electron’s momentum, and a
phonon wavelength much greater than the dot size then
W = AxE

−4
x +AyE

−4
y . Here Ax and Ay describe the con-

tribution of each orbital to spin relaxation and W ∝ E−4

because of Van Vleck cancellation [16]. We fit the data in
Fig. 3(a) to this equation by approximating Ex(Vshape)
and Ey(Vshape) by the dashed lines shown in Fig. 2(e).
The solid line in Fig. 3(a) shows the result of the fit and
we find that Ax/Ay < 14%, implying that only the y-
excited orbital state is contributing to spin relaxation.
The dashed line shows a fit where we require Ax = Ay;
clearly the data is inconsistent with both the x and y-
excited states contributing equally.

We can understand why the y-excited state dominates
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spin relaxation from the spin-orbit Hamiltonian. In the
coordinate system from Fig. 1(a) it takes the formHSO =
(β−α)pyσx+(β+α)pxσy where α and β are the Rashba
and Dresselhaus spin-orbit parameters, respectively [17].
B is applied along the y-axis so only the first term in
HSO, which is proportional to σx, can couple different
spin states as in Fig. 1(b). Since this term is proportional
to py, a change in parity along the y-axis is also required.
The x-excited state does not satisfy this requirement, so
the pyσx term couples the Zeeman split ground orbital
state to y-excited states of opposite spin. A consequence
is that for Vshape > −1000 mV, it is the higher energy
excited state that determines W , an unusual situation.
For a comparison to theory, Fig. 3(b) shows W as a

function of Ey; here the directly measured values of Ey

are used. In the limit where the phonon wavelength is
much larger than the size of the dot, W ≈ AB5E−4

y λ−2
SO

where A = 33 s−1meV4µm2/T5 depends on previously
measured values of |g| and phonon parameters in GaAs,
and λSO = h̄/m∗|β − α|. We fit the data in Fig. 3(b) to
a theoretical prediction by Golovach et al. [17] that in-
cludes the effects of the phonon wavelength being compa-
rable to the size of the dot and obtain λSO = 1.7±0.2 µm,
which is consistent with previous measurements in dots
[36]. We note that taking Ex instead of Ey, i.e. a differ-
ent dot orientation, to explain the spin relaxation would
be inconsistent with the data (W would increase with
increasing Ex), independently confirming the dot orien-
tation as deduced from geometric considerations.
Spin relaxation also depends sensitively on the mag-

netic field [4] as shown in Fig. 3(c) for two different sets of
gate voltages. At 1 T,W is less than 1 s−1, corresponding
to a very long T1 > 1 s. These data demonstrate electri-
cal control ofW over a range of magnetic fields. The solid
lines through the data are fits to the theory of Golovach
et al. [17] using our value for λSO. The fits give values
of Ey consistent with what we expect for these gate volt-
age configurations and the rather large Ey chosen allows
for very long spin lifetimes. At low magnetic fields other
spin relaxation mechanisms may become important, such
as SOI mediated coupling to electrical fluctuations from
the ohmic leads [20], surface gates [21], and the QPC
[22] or hyperfine coupling to phonons [37]. However, the
agreement between our data and theory down to a field
of 1 T demonstrates that spin-orbit mediated coupling
to piezoelectric phonons is the dominant spin relaxation
mechanism in single electron lateral quantum dots down
to low magnetic fields, corresponding to very long times.
In summary, we have demonstrated electrical control

of the spin relaxation rate of a single electron in a lateral
quantum dot by manipulating the orbital states in situ

using gate voltages. The measured dependence of W
on orbital confinement and magnetic field is in excellent
agreement with theory [16, 17], demonstrating that spin-
orbit mediated coupling to phonons is the dominant spin
relaxation mechanism.
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